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ABSTRACT
Auxin is a key hormonal regulator, that governs plant growth and development in concert with other hor-
monal pathways. The unique feature of auxin is its polar, cell-to-cell transport that leads to the formation
of local auxinmaxima and gradients, which coordinate initiation and patterning of plant organs. Themolec-
ular machinery mediating polar auxin transport is one of the important points of interaction with other hor-
mones. Multiple hormonal pathways converge at the regulation of auxin transport and form a regulatory
network that integrates various developmental and environmental inputs to steer plant development. In
this review, we discuss recent advances in understanding themechanisms that underlie regulation of polar
auxin transport by multiple hormonal pathways. Specifically, we focus on the post-translational mecha-
nisms that contribute to fine-tuning of the abundance and polarity of auxin transporters at the plasmamem-
brane and thereby enable rapidmodification of the auxin flow to coordinate plant growth and development.
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Plant hormones, including auxin, cytokinin (CK), gibberellins,
jasmonates, strigolactones (SLs), salicylic acid (SA), ethylene,
brassinosteroids (BRs), and abscisic acid (ABA), are essential
endogenous regulators involved in virtually all aspects of plant
growth and development. As signaling molecules, they act at
very low concentrations, and through specific signaling
pathways contribute to coordination of various processes,
including embryogenesis, seed germination, primary and lateral
root growth, and adaptive responses to various biotic and abiotic
stresses. Regulatory input of a single hormone is a result of
orchestrated activities of pathways controlling its metabolism,
transport, perception, and signal transduction. Interactions with
other hormonal pathways represent an important additional level
of control contributing to fine-tuning of the hormone activity (re-
viewed in Vanstraelen and Benková, 2012). Hormones
interconnected through various mechanisms of cross-talk,
including transcriptional (Zemlyanskaya et al., 2018; Zubo and
Schaller, 2020), post-transcriptional (Liu et al., 2007, 2009), or
post-translational (Hill, 2015) regulations of gene activities, fine-
tune cellular responses and coordinate growth and develop-
mental processes during plants’ entire lifespan.Plant
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-NDAmong plant hormones, auxin stands out for its dominating func-
tion in morpho- and organogenic processes, including embryo
patterning, postembryonic initiation, and formation of plant or-
gans as well as regulation of tropic responses (Adamowski and
Friml, 2015). A key regulatory feature of auxin action is its
graded distribution, established and tightly controlled through
the polar auxin transport (PAT) machinery, consisting of auxin
influx and efflux transporters such as AUX1/LIKE AUX1 (AUX1/
LAX), PIN formed (PINs), and ABC/PGP families (Grebe et al.,
2002; Benková et al., 2003; Adamowski and Friml, 2015; Singh
et al., 2018; Sauer and Kleine-Vehn, 2019; Swarup and
Bhosale, 2019). A number of studies have pointed at PAT as an
important point of convergence with other hormonal pathways
(Dello Ioio et al., 2008; Shkolnik-Inbar and Bar-Zvi, 2010; Bao
et al., 2004; Crawford et al., 2010). Intriguingly, besides
transcriptional regulation of genes encoding components of the
PAT machinery by various hormones (Vieten et al., 2005; Dello
Ioio et al., 2008; Ruzicka et al., 2009; Sun et al., 2009; LewisCommunications 1, 100048, May 2020 ª 2020 The Author(s).
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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modulation of activity of auxin transporters at the post-
translational level appears as an alternative, highly biologically
relevant mode of the hormonal cross-talk. Several plant hor-
mones and signaling molecules, such as CK, gibberellin, jasmo-
nate, SA, BRs, ABA, or nitric oxide (NO), have been shown to
execute part of their regulatory functions by targeting pathways
mediating delivery of auxin transporters to the plasmamembrane
(PM), recycling between the PM and endomembrane compart-
ments, or re-directing for lytic degradation to vacuoles. Thereby,
hormones can rapidly alter the rate, amount, or direction of auxin
transported through tissues and organs and thus coordinate
plant growth and development in ever-changing environmental
conditions.
In this review, we discuss recent advances in hormonal cross-talk
research, with particular focus on the post-translational mecha-
nisms that enable rapid fine-tuning of PAT and play a role in the
regulation of plant growth and development.AUXIN GRADIENTS FORMED BY POLAR
AUXIN TRANSPORT
To accomplish its regulatory functions, auxin has to be delivered
from sites of its production, such as the shoot apical meristem
and leaf primordia, to target tissues (Vernoux et al., 2010).
While long-distance transport enables fast relocation of auxin
via phloem vasculature (Friml, 2003), short-distance polar cell-
to-cell transport facilitated by auxin transporters has a unique
regulatory function. It contributes to the formation of local auxin
maxima and gradients, which have an instructive function in or-
gan initiation, tissue patterning, or tropic responses (Chandler,
2009; Vanneste and Friml, 2009; Overvoorde et al., 2010).
Several gene families have been identified for their ability to
transport auxin into cells (influx) and out of cells (efflux), as well
as to coordinate intracellular movement of auxin (Abualia et al.,
2018). Among them, AUX1/LAX influx, PIN and ABC/PGP efflux
carriers are major families of transporters involved in PAT. Their
abundance at the PM, polarity, and capacity to transport auxin
determine the rate and directionality of the intercellular auxin
flow and thereby define the pattern of auxin distribution
(reviewed by Adamowski and Friml, 2015).
In Arabidopsis thaliana, influx of auxin into cells is facilitated
mainly by AUX1/LAX transporters belonging to the auxin amino
acid permease (AAAP) family of proton-driven transporters
(Bennett et al., 1996). The AUX1/LAX family encompasses four
highly homologous genes (AUX1, LAX1, LAX2, and LAX3),
which encode transmembrane proteins (Carrier et al., 2008;
Yang and Murphy, 2009) involved in numerous developmental
processes, including embryogenesis, seed germination,
vascular development, root development, leaf morphogenesis,
apical hook development, and many others (reviewed in
Swarup and Bhosale, 2019; Swarup and Péret, 2012). The
amount and polarity of AUX1/LAX proteins at the PM is tightly
controlled, and thereby the distribution of auxin essential for
proper growth and development of plants is coordinated
(Swarup et al., 2004; Kleine-Vehn et al., 2006; Péret et al.,
2012; Liu et al., 2017a; Jonsson et al., 2017). For example, in
roots, asymmetric localization of AUX1 at the apical PM of2 Plant Communications 1, 100048, May 2020 ª 2020 The Author(sprotophloem cells facilitates flow of auxin in the acropetal
(rootward) direction, while the basal localization of AUX1 in the
lateral root cap and epidermal cells drives basipetal
(shootward) stream of auxin (Swarup et al., 2001). In root
columella cells, increased proportion of AUX1 in the cytosol
hints at very dynamic regulation of PM targeting and turnover of
AUX1. Overall, the flexible subcellular localization and polarity
of AUX1 across root tissues allows rapid control of auxin flow
and thereby regulation of root growth in response to
gravistimulation or other environmental inputs (Swarup et al.,
2001).
Two distinct classes of transporters mediate auxin efflux. The
ATP-binding cassette transporter (ABC) family are non-polar
transporters uniformly distributed along the PM (reviewed in
Fukui and Hayashi, 2018; Geisler et al., 2017). Although
ABCB1, ABCB4, and ABCB19 have been characterized as non-
polar auxin efflux transporters, recent studies have shown that
some homologs, including ABCB14 and ABCB15, might exhibit
polar membrane localization and thus contribute to
directionality of auxin flow (reviewed by Cho and Cho, 2013;
Geisler et al., 2017). Polarly localized transporters, PINs, are
components of the PAT machinery with a major impact on the
directionality of auxin flow in plant tissues and organs (Okada
et al., 1991; Friml et al., 2002; Benková et al., 2003). Eight
members of the PIN family are transmembrane proteins
localizing either to the PM (PIN1, PIN2, PIN3, PIN4, and PIN7),
the ER (PIN5 and PIN8), or exhibit dual ER and the PM
localization (PIN6) (Zhou and Luo, 2018). Typically, PINs located
in the PM contain a long hydrophilic loop, which separates
multiple transmembrane domains, whereas ER-located PINs
are characterized by a short hydrophilic loop. The ability of
PINs to transport auxin has been demonstrated in single-cell-
based plant systems (Petrásek et al., 2006; Barbez et al., 2013),
but also in heterologous systems, including mammalian cells or
Xenopus oocytes (Petrásek et al., 2006; Zourelidou et al.,
2014). Developmental and physiological roles of PINs have
been widely studied, and their specific functions in the
regulation of various developmental processes, including
embryogenesis, initiation, positioning, and formation of new
organs as well as tropic responses, have been demonstrated
(Benková et al., 2003; Billou et al., 2005; Zhang et al., 2019).
Importantly, several studies suggest that PINs and ABCBs
interact and function both independently and interdependently
to control PAT in planta (Bandyopadhyay et al., 2007; Blakeslee
et al., 2007; Titapiwatanakun et al., 2009).SUBCELLULAR TRAFFICKING OF AUXIN
TRANSPORTERS
Due to the essential impact of PIN transporters on the rate and
directionality of auxin flow, the mechanisms that control and
determine their localization at the PM and their transport activity
have become a major focus in plant cell biology. Various cell
biology, genetic, and molecular biology approaches have been
implemented to dissect molecular pathways involved in the regu-
lation of PIN subcellular trafficking and polarity establishment
with a major focus on PIN1 and PIN2. Several recent studies
have demonstrated that polarity and abundance of PINs at the
PM are controlled by multiple cell-type and PIN protein-specific).
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flexibly change in response to varying endogenous and environ-
mental signals (Ganguly et al., 2012, 2014; Habets and Offringa,
2014; Zwiewka et al., 2019a).
Constant cycling of PIN1 and PIN2 between the PM and endoso-
mal compartments has been revealed using brefeldin A (BFA), an
inhibitor of the subclass of ADP-ribosylation factor guanine nucle-
otide exchange factors (ARF-GEFs), which act as essential regula-
tors of vesicle trafficking (Geldner et al., 2001, 2003; Adamowski
and Friml, 2015; Naramoto, 2017). BFA treatment leads to
aggregation of endosomes aswell as endosome-resident PIN pro-
teins, forming a subcellular structure called the ‘‘BFA body’’ or
‘‘BFA compartment’’ (Geldner et al., 2001, 2003). The
constitutive endocytosis and recycling of PIN proteins depends
on a complex subcellular trafficking machinery. Genetic and
pharmacological perturbations of endocytosis exhibit dramatic
effects on BFA compartmentation of PIN proteins. In particular,
this has been reported for the coat protein clathrin, putative
clathrin uncoating factors AUXILIN-LIKEs, GNOM, and other
BFA-sensitive ARF-GEFs, the ARF-GTPase-activating protein
VASCULAR NETWORK DEFECTIVE3, and the small GTPase
Rab1b (Geldner et al., 2001, 2003; Kitakura et al., 2011; Feraru
et al., 2012; Adamowski et al., 2018; Kania et al., 2018; Mishev
et al., 2018; Dejonghe et al., 2019). Notably, clathrin-mediated
endocytosis, together with de novo protein synthesis, is essential
for PIN2 polarity re-establishment post cytokinesis (Glanc et al.,
2018). Downstream of endocytosis, the early endosomal
trafficking of PINs is controlled by another ARF-GEF, the BFA-
visualized endocytic trafficking defective1 (BEN1), and the Sec1/
Munc18 family protein BEN2 (Tanaka et al., 2009, 2013).
Moreover, membrane lipid compositions are emerging as
essential regulators for PIN trafficking and polarity. For instance,
PI4P 5-kinases PIP5K1 and PIP5K2, which catalyze the produc-
tion of phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PI(4,5)2) at the
PM, regulate a general endocytosis process, thereby playing a
major role in PIN trafficking and localization (Mei et al., 2012;
Ischebeck et al., 2013; Tejos et al., 2014; Marhava et al., 2020).
In addition, phosphatidylserine (PS) binds directly to ROP6 (Rho
of Plants 6, a small GTPase) and regulates the dynamics of its
nanoclustering at the PM, participating in endocytosis of PIN2
(Platre et al., 2019). Recently, aminophospholipid ATPase3
(ALA3), a phospholipid flippase, has been identified as a novel
regulatory factor that modulates the distribution of phospholipids
at the PM and, together with GNOM and BIG3 ARF-GEFs,
controls PIN trafficking and polarity (Zhang et al., 2020a).
Unlike PINs, molecular factors and pathways involved in the
regulation of trafficking and polar membrane localization of
AUX1/LAX are less characterized. Similarly to PINs, AUX1 also
undergoes constant and dynamic recycling from the PM
through recycling endosomes; however, it utilizes a distinct,
GNOM-independent pathway (Kleine-Vehn et al., 2006; Fan
et al., 2015). Recently, using apical hook as a model system,
it has been shown that AUX1 trafficking to the PM is
mediated by ECHIDNA, ARF1, and BIG proteins (Jonsson
et al., 2017). Furthermore, a role of RopGEF1, a guanine
nucleotide exchange factor and activator of Rho GTPases of
plants (ROPs), and ARF-GTPase-activating proteins in proper
trafficking of AUX1 to the PM, has been recognized (Du and
Chong, 2011; Liu et al., 2017a).PlantPOST-TRANSLATIONAL
MODIFICATIONS OF AUXIN
TRANSPORTERS
Post-translational modifications of the auxin transporters have
been recognized as an important mechanism underlying control
of their polar distribution at the PM and transport activity. Several
protein kinase families, including AGCIII kinases, the Ca2+/
Calmodulin-Dependent Protein Kinase-Related Kinases (CRKs),
and mitogen-activated protein (MAP) kinases (MPKs), have been
identified as important regulators of the phosphorylation status
of auxin transporters (reviewed by Armengot et al., 2016; L€ofke
et al., 2013a; Zhou and Luo, 2018). The AGCVIII protein-serine/
threonine kinases, including PINOID (PID) and closely related
WAVY ROOT GROWTH 1 (WAG1) and WAG2, control phosphor-
ylation of PIN proteins and thereby facilitate their trafficking to the
specific polarmembranedomains (Friml et al., 2004). In addition to
PINs, ABCB1 has also been recognized among targets of PID
(Henrichs et al., 2012). Other members of the AGCIII kinase
family, D6 PROTEIN KINASE (D6PK) and related proteins D6PK-
like (D6PKL), were demonstrated to phosphorylate PIN proteins
and thereby regulate their auxin transport activity (Zourelidou
et al., 2009). Regulation of PIN2 phosphorylation status by
CRK5, a member of the CRK family, has been found to control
root gravitropic response (Rigó et al., 2013). Furthermore,
several environmentally regulated mitogen-activated protein ki-
nases, including MAP kinase kinase 7 (MKK7)-MPK6 cascade
and MPK4, contribute to regulation of PIN phosphorylation and
thus might play a role in rapid fine-tuning of auxin transport in
response to external stimuli (Dory et al., 2018).
The PID-mediated phosphorylation of PINs is counteracted by
phosphatases such as PP6-type phosphatase holoenzyme com-
plex formed by PP2AA proteins (RCN1/PP2AA1, PP2AA2,
PP2AA3) and FyPP1/3, SAL (Michniewicz et al., 2007; Dai et al.,
2012), as well as type-one protein phosphatase TOPP4 (Guo
et al., 2015). In addition to phosphorylation, ubiquitination has
been recognized as another developmentally important post-
translational modification that determines turnover of PIN2
during root gravity response (Abas et al., 2006).AUXIN FEEDBACK ON ITS OWN
TRANSPORT
Early hypotheses and models of PAT considered feedback of
auxin on its own transport as a potential mechanism for the
establishment andmaintenance of directionality and rate of auxin
distribution (Sachs, 1969; 1975, 1981). Together, these ideas
merged into a canalization hypothesis that describes a
fascinating ability of auxin to focus and polarize its own flux,
which consequently results in vasculature formation. Later
works provided important experimental support (Sauer et al.,
2006; Mazur et al., 2020a, 2020b), and effects of auxin flux and
concentrations on localization of its own transporters and vice
versa were key assumptions for mathematical models to
successfully capture and simulate this process (Grieneisen
et al., 2007; van Berkel et al., 2013; Bennett et al., 2014).
In agreement with feedback on its own transport, auxin has been
found to transcriptionally (Vieten et al., 2005) andCommunications 1, 100048, May 2020 ª 2020 The Author(s). 3
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(Paciorek et al., 2005; reviewed in; Doyle et al., 2015; Prát et al.,
2018). A model was proposed in which auxin promotes its own
polar transport by inhibiting clathrin-mediated endocytosis of
PINs through a pathway mediated by Auxin Binding Protein 1
(ABP1) (Paciorek et al., 2005; Robert et al., 2010). However, the
role of ABP1 as a receptor to perceive extracellular auxin levels
and the exact cellular effects of 1-naphthaleneacetic acid
(NAA), a synthetic auxin analog widely used in these works,
were challenged bymultiple studies, so the role of auxin feedback
on PIN endocytosis is an open question (Gao et al., 2015; Jásik
et al., 2016; Paponov et al., 2019). A recent study shows that
auxin exhibits a dramatic effect on lipid distribution at the PM,
which further stabilizes ROP6 clusters at the nanodomain and
inhibits PIN2 endocytosis (Platre et al., 2019). Furthermore, a
similar auxin-induced clustering phenomenon was also observed
for TRANSMEMBRANE KINASE 1 (TMK1) (Pan et al., 2019), a
proposed auxin co-receptor that was reported to form a complex
with ABP1 (Xu et al., 2014). Notably, auxin-induced ROP6 clus-
tering was blocked by tmk1 tmk4 mutations, suggesting involve-
ment of this receptor kinase. However, the underlying mecha-
nism, through which auxin is perceived by TMK1 and how it
regulates lipid dynamics, awaits further characterization. Intrigu-
ingly, besides inhibition of PIN endocytosis by a higher concen-
tration of auxin, reduced levels of auxin promote lytic degradation
of PIN2, thus reinforcing an asymmetry of auxin distribution dur-
ing the root gravity response (Sieberer et al., 2000; Abas et al.,
2006). Furthermore, increased accumulation of auxin at the
lower side of root bending in response to gravistimulus might
trigger lytic degradation of PIN2 in a SCFTIR1/AFB-dependent
manner. The high auxin-driven lytic degradation of PIN2 takes
place in the later stages of the gravitropic response, and it might
prevent the root from further bending (Baster et al., 2013).
Importantly, these findings indicate that PIN2 resides on the PM
at the auxin concentration optimum, and any deviation from this
optimum might lead to PIN2 degradation and hence attenuation
of auxin transport. Notably, auxin regulates PIN subcellular (re)
localization through the canonical TIR1/AFB signaling pathway
in distinct developmental processes, including vascular
development (Prát et al., 2018; Verna et al., 2019; Mazur et al.,
2020a) and hypocotyl gravitropism (Rakusová et al., 2016; Han
et al., 2020). The above-mentioned studies highlight the impor-
tance of dynamic changes of auxin fluxes and its self-regulatory
abilities in the regulation of various developmental processes
and flexible adaptation of plant growth to environmental stimuli.HORMONAL REGULATION OF
SUBCELLULAR TRAFFICKING OF AUXIN
TRANSPORTERS AS A MECHANISM TO
CONTROL AUXIN GRADIENT
FORMATION
A number of recent studies have shown that various environ-
mental and endogenous stimuli, including plant hormones, can
interfere with recycling of PINs between the PMs and endomem-
brane compartments, or trigger their re-targeting for lytic degra-
dation to vacuoles and thus modulate the rate and directionality
of auxin flow in plant tissues and organs. In the following para-
graphs, we review and discuss current insights into mechanisms4 Plant Communications 1, 100048, May 2020 ª 2020 The Author(sthat underlie these rapid modes of hormone interactions with
PAT.Cytokinins Promote Lytic Degradation of PINs in Roots
Cytokinins are N6-substituted adenine derivatives that jointly with
auxin control basic cellular processes such as cell division and
differentiation (Skoog and Miller, 1957; Dello Ioio et al., 2008;
Kieber and Schaller, 2018). Cytokinin signaling is mediated
through a multistep phosphorelay pathway with histidine kinase
acting as a receptor, represented in Arabidopsis by a small
family of three histidine kinases (AHK2, AHK3, and CRE1/
AHK4). Cytokinins, after binding the receptor, trigger a cascade
of auto- and trans-phosphorylation events to activate signaling
components, including HISTIDIN-CONTAINING PHOSPHO-
TRANSFER (AHP) and downstream acting type-B response reg-
ulators (type-B ARR), which trigger transcriptional responses
(Keshishian and Rashotte, 2015; Osugi and Sakakibara, 2015;
Kieber and Schaller, 2018). Studies focused on cytokinin-
regulated plant development have revealed that a number of
processes involve cytokinin interaction with PAT (e.g., root and
shoot apical meristem activity maintenance, lateral root
organogenesis, vasculature differentiation, or phyllotaxis; Dello
Ioio et al., 2008; Ruzicka et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2010;
Bishopp et al., 2011; Pernisova et al., 2016; Waldie and Leyser,
2018). Interestingly, besides transcriptional regulation of the
PAT machinery components (Dello Ioio et al., 2008; Ruzicka
et al., 2009; Simásková et al., 2015; Pernisova et al., 2016;
Street et al., 2016), several recent works have pointed at a
post-translational control of PINs (Marhavý et al., 2011; Zhang
et al., 2011; Waldie and Leyser, 2018). In roots, cytokinin has
been found to interfere with endomembrane trafficking of PIN1
and to promote its re-targeting for lytic degradation to vacuoles,
thus reducing PIN1 abundance at the PM (Marhavý et al., 2011,
2014). Consistently, in the type-A arrmutant, which lacksmultiple
negative regulators of the cytokinin response, the post-
translational downregulation of several PIN proteins including
PIN1 has been demonstrated (Zhang et al., 2011). The
cytokinin-mediated targeting of PIN1 to the vacuole is
dependent on the intact actin network and regulatory
components of the BFA-sensitive trafficking pathway, including
BEN1/BIG5/MIN7, an ARF-GEF from the BIG subfamily, and
BEN2/VPS45, a member of SEC1/MUNC18 family, both shown
to be involved in control of PIN1 endocytosis (Tanaka et al.,
2009, 2013). Intriguingly, cytokinin does not trigger bulk flow of
proteins to vacuoles but exhibits selectivity for proteins and
their polar membrane localization. PIN1 located at the basal PM
of cells in the root provasculature is more sensitive to the
cytokinin-triggered lytic degradation compared with the PIN7
homolog (also basally located), or AUX1, or PIN2 at the apical
PM of epidermal cells (Marhavý et al., 2011, 2014).
Furthermore, reduced sensitivity of the phospho-mimetic allele
compared with loss-of-phosphorylation allele of PIN1 to cyto-
kinin-triggered lytic degradation suggests that the PIN phosphor-
ylation status might affect the responsiveness of PIN proteins to
the hormone (Marhavý et al., 2014). Although the cytokinin effect
on PIN1 trafficking is rapid and independent of transcription and
de novo protein synthesis, it requires components of canonical
cytokinin signaling, including cytokinin receptor CRE1/AHK4
and some of type-B ARR (Marhavý et al., 2011). So far, it is
unclear whether cytokinin through AHK4 interferes with the).
Post-translational Regulation of Auxin Transport by Plant Hormones Plant Communicationstrafficking pathway mediating PIN1 recycling to the PM, and as a
consequence, the protein is re-directed to vacuoles or AHK4-
mediated signaling targets molecular factors controlling phos-
phorylation of PIN1 and thereby interferes with its sorting.
A rapid fine-tuning of the PAT machinery through a post-
translational regulation of its major components might be impor-
tant in processes such as maintenance of root apical meristem
size or lateral root organogenesis. For example, cytokinin-
promoted depletion of PIN1 located at transversal membranes
of cells in lateral root primordia might act as a polarizing cue
that specify re-direction of auxin flow toward the tip of newly
forming primordia and promote their outgrowth (Bielach et al.,
2012; Marhavý et al., 2014). Cytokinins have also been found to
post-translationally regulate levels of PIN proteins in shoots.
However, unlike in roots, cytokinins in shoots promote accumu-
lation of PIN3, PIN4, and PIN7 at the PM, thereby coordinating
bud outgrowth and branching (Waldie and Leyser, 2018).
Collectively, these studies suggest that cytokinins might
regulate trafficking of PINs in a developmental context-
dependent manner and thus contribute to regulation of various
plant organogenic processes.Ethylene Acts to Regulate AUX1 Trafficking in the Apical
Hook
Ethylene is a gaseous hormone known to regulate various plant
growth and developmental processes, in particular fruit ripening,
organ abscission, senescence, and adaptive responses to biotic
and abiotic stresses (Bleecker and Kende, 2000; Dubois et al.,
2018). Ethylene is perceived by a group of partially redundant
receptors, ETHYLENE RESPONSE1 (ETR1), ETR2, ETHYLENE
RESPONSE SENSOR1 (ERS1), ERS2, and ETHYLENE
INSENSITIVE4 (EIN4), which show similarity to bacterial two-
component histidine kinases (Hua and Meyerowitz, 1998; Hall
et al., 2007). Ethylene-bound receptors inhibit CONSTITUTIVE
TRIPLE RESPONSE1 (CTR1) kinase activity toward EIN2. As a
result, the C-terminal part of EIN2 is cleaved and translocated
to the nucleus (Ju et al., 2012; Qiao et al., 2012; Wen et al.,
2012). There, it stabilizes ETHYLENE INSENSITIVE 3 (EIN3) and
presumably other transcription factors, which initiate the
ethylene response (Chao et al., 1997; Alonso and Ecker, 2001;
Guo and Ecker, 2003; Stepanova and Alonso, 2009).
In roots, ethylene has been found to modulate expression of
several components of the PAT machinery, including AUX1, and
several members of the PIN family (Ruzicka et al., 2007; Lewis
et al., 2011; Méndez-Bravo et al., 2019). Furthermore, several
studies highlighted a role of ethylene-mediated regulation of PAT
in apical hook development by transcriptional regulation of genes
encoding for auxin transporters (Vandenbussche et al., 2010;
Zádnı́kova et al., 2010; Zádnı́ková et al., 2016). Interestingly,
fluorescence recovery after photobleaching analysis of AUX1-
YFP revealed faster fluorescence recovery in cells at the inner
side of the apical hook formed in the presence of ethylene. These
results suggest that ethylene-regulated turnover of AUX1might be
part of a mechanism that coordinates apical hook development
(Vandenbussche et al., 2010). Recently, Jonsson et al. (2017)
has provided important molecular insights into the pathway
controlling trafficking of AUX1 during apical hook development.
Applying genetic and cell biological approaches, the role ofPlantADP-ribosylation factor1 (ARF1)-GTPase and its activators ARF-
guanine-exchange factors (GEFs) of the Brefeldin A-inhibited
GEF (BIG) family in the secretion of the AUX1 influx carrier to the
PM from the trans-Golgi network (TGN) has been demonstrated.
Defects in BIG or ARF1 severely affected the sensitivity of the api-
cal hook to ethylene (Jonsson et al., 2017).Jasmonates Affect Membrane Localization and
Trafficking of PINs
Jasmonates (JAs), including jasmonic acid (JA) and its
derivatives, e.g., methylester jasmonate (MeJA), are a group of
lipid-derived plant hormones. They play an active role in the
plant interaction with the environment, particularly in responses
to abiotic and biotic stresses, as well as in regulation of various
developmental processes (reviewed in Ahmad et al., 2016; Dar
et al., 2015; Wasternack and Song, 2017). JA signaling is
mediated through CORONATINE INSENSITIVE 1 (COI1)
receptor, an F box protein, component of a SCFCOI1E3
ubiquitin ligase complex. In the presence of JA, the receptor
promotes ubiquitination and proteosomal degradation of
transcriptional repressors, thereby activating transcription of
JA-responsive genes (reviewed in Wasternack and Song,
2017). Although cross-talk of JAs with other hormones has
been primarily linked with SA in plant responses to pathogen
attack (reviewed in Thaler et al., 2012), a number of recent
studies demonstrate an active interaction of JAs with the
auxin pathway and PAT.
MeJA promotes biosynthesis of auxin through stimulation of the
expression of ANTHRANILATE SYNTHASE a1 (ASA1), encoding
a rate-limiting enzyme in the biosynthesis of the auxin precursor
tryptophan (Trp) (Sun et al., 2009). In addition to the role in the
fine-tuning of endogenous levels of auxin, MeJA has been found
to modulate subcellular trafficking and the PM localization of
PIN2 in a concentration-dependent manner (Sun et al., 2011).
Whereas low levels of MeJA attenuate accumulation of PIN2 in
BFA-induced endomembrane compartments, indicating that
JAs interfere with PIN2 endocytosis, higher MeJA concentrations
reduce the abundance of PIN2 at the PM. Although distinct, both
high and low concentration-dependent effects of MeJA on PIN2
require the functional jasmonate receptor COI1 (Yan et al.,
2009; Sun et al., 2011).
The inhibitory effect of low MeJA on PIN2 endocytosis is dramat-
ically attenuated in an asa1 mutant compared with a wild-type
control and is fully recovered by exogenous auxin application.
This suggests that MeJA at low concentrations stimulates
biosynthesis of auxin through transcriptional activation of the
ASA1 gene, which in turn might inhibit PIN2 endocytosis. This
is in line with a study by Paciorek et al. (2005) demonstrating
the auxin inhibitory effect on PIN endocytosis. On the contrary,
the depletion of PIN2 at the PM triggered by high
concentrations of MeJA is enhanced in an asa1 background. At
high MeJA levels, no dramatic alterations of the PIN2
transcription can be detected, therefore post-translational
regulation has been hypothesized to underlie these MeJA
effects on PIN2. In addition to PIN2, MeJA promoted weak
depletion of PIN1, but not AUX1, which points at a selectivity of
MeJA toward certain cargo and/or sorting pathway (Sun et al.,
2011).Communications 1, 100048, May 2020 ª 2020 The Author(s). 5
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concentrations of MeJA suggests that the hormone, through
modulation of PIN2 trafficking, might contribute to fine-tuning of
the auxin flow and thereby to steer bending of the root. Although
both JA and auxin receptors are involved in JA-regulated PIN2
subcellular trafficking, an underlying molecular mechanism
does not require de novo protein synthesis. Hence, the nature
of this non-conventional receptor-mediated signaling, which
acts independently of transcription, remains to be dissected
(Sun et al., 2011).Salicylic Acid Interferes with Endocytosis and
Modulates Polar Auxin Transport
SA is a phenolic signaling compound coordinating plant
responses to pathogens, aswell asmany physiological and devel-
opmental aspects of plant life (reviewed in Khan et al., 2015;
Rivas-San Vicente and Plasencia, 2011). SA signaling acts
through a set of NPR (NONEXPRESSER OF PATHOGENESIS
RELATED GENES) receptors, which regulate the expression of
pathogenesis-related genes and other targets upon SA binding
(Cao et al., 1994; Fu et al., 2012; Ding et al., 2018).
The canonical SA signaling cascade steers plant processes via
specific transcriptional output, albeit a number of observations
have pointed to a role of SA in the regulation of clathrin-
mediated endocytosis from the PM (Du et al., 2013; Rong et al.,
2016; Wang et al., 2016). For example, exogenous application
of SA interfered with the uptake of the endomembrane marker
FM4-64 and negatively affected the incidence of clathrin light
and heavy chains and ADAPTOR PROTEIN2 (AP-2) at the PM
(Du et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2016). Furthermore, the
accumulation of early endosomes/TGN markers ARF-1 and
VHAa1 in BFA bodies remained unaffected, which supported a
conclusion that SA suppresses endocytosis of proteins from
the PM rather than interfering with exocytosis or endosomal dy-
namics. Intriguingly, SAmodulation of endomembrane trafficking
was found to be independent of the NPR-mediated transduction
cascade (Du et al., 2013; Rong et al., 2016), suggesting the
existence of a novel SA regulatory pathway. In line with the
effects of SA on the endocytic machinery, PIN proteins have
been found to react sensitively to alterations in SA
concentrations. In particular, the internalization of PIN1 and
PIN2 in BFA-endosomal compartments was severely attenuated
in roots of the cpr1 and cpr5 mutants (CONSTITUTIVE EXPRES-
SOR OF PATHOGENESIS RELATED GENES; Bowling et al.,
1997, 1994) with high endogenous levels of SA. Consistently,
exogenous application of SA attenuated accumulation of PIN
proteins in BFA bodies, suggesting that part of the regulatory
effects of SA on plant growth might involve modulation of PAT.
Recently, important molecular insights into mechanisms underly-
ing SA mediated regulation of PAT has been revealed (Tan et al.,
2020). SA through direct biding attenuates activity of the PP2A,
the phosphatase involved in de-phosphorylation of PIN
(Michniewicz et al., 2007), and thereby enhances
phosphorylation of PIN2. Consequently, hyperphosphorylation
of PIN2 after prolonged SA treatment results in increased
internalization and reduced polar membrane localization of the
auxin transporter (Tan et al., 2020). All together, these findings6 Plant Communications 1, 100048, May 2020 ª 2020 The Author(ssuggest that along with driving the response to pathogens, SA
may be able to steer plant growth by targeting PAT.
Strigolactones Promote PIN Depletion from the PM in
Shoots
SLs are a class of carotenoid-derived plant hormoneswith special
importance for shoot branching (Brewer et al., 2013; Lumba et al.,
2017). SLs are recognized by the D14 receptor, which, after
hormone binding, triggers MAX2-dependent degradation of a
small family of HSP101-like proteins (in Arabidopsis SMXL6,
SMXL7, and SMXL8), and activate downstream responses
(Stirnberg et al., 2002, 2007; Jiang et al., 2013; Zhou et al.,
2013; Soundappan et al., 2015). Regulation of the shoot
branching by SLs is tightly linked with auxin and an inhibitory
effect of auxin transport from shoot to root on the outgrowth of
shoot branches. It has been proposed that auxin moving in the
main stem indirectly prevents bud activity by reducing the ability
of the axillary buds to establish their own flow of auxin
connected with the main auxin stream in the stem (reviewed in
Leyser, 2009). The interaction of SLs with PAT has been
recognized as one of the important mechanisms underlying SL-
regulated shoot branching. GR24, a synthetic SL, has been
found to induce a rapid depletion of PIN1 from the PM by
stimulation of its endocytosis (Shinohara et al., 2013). This SL-
triggered reduction of the PIN1 abundance at the PM is not
affected by cycloheximide, an inhibitor of proteosynthesis, but is
sensitive to A23, an inhibitor of clathrin-mediated endocytosis,
indicating that a post-translational clathrin-dependent mecha-
nism might be involved in the SL-regulated PIN1 trafficking
(Shinohara et al., 2013). Loss of the MAX2 function interfered
with the effect of SL on the PIN1 endocytosis, pointing to the
importance of SL signaling in this process. The PM localization
of another membrane protein, aquaporin PIP1, is not affected by
SLs, suggesting a protein specificity of the SL action. Based on
these observations, it has been proposed that SL regulation of
PAT interferes with establishment of canalized auxin flow from
buds into the main stem and, as a consequence, branching is
reduced (Shinohara et al., 2013). Originally, PIN1-dependent
transport of auxin was primarily associated with SL-regulated
shoot branching. Currently, a more complex model of the SL-
PAT cross-talk has been proposed, which, in addition to PIN1-
mediated high-conductance polar auxin transport, recognizes
the contribution of the connective less polar auxin transport
controlled by PIN3, PIN4, and PIN7 in this developmental process
(Bennett et al., 2016). However, whether subcellular trafficking of
PIN3, PIN4, and PIN7 is also regulated by SLs, similarly to PIN1,
remains to be further studied.
Gibberellic Acid Promotes PM Localization of PINs
Gibberellic acid (GA) is awell-established endogenous regulator of
various developmental processes, including seed germination,
dormancy, flower development, and elongation growth of plant or-
gans (Ueguchi-Tanaka et al., 2007; Hedden and Sponsel, 2015).
The GA signal is perceived by a soluble nuclear protein GID1,
which, in the presence of GA, binds the DELLA transcriptional
repressors and targets them to the proteasome for degradation.
As a result, expression of GA-responsive genes is activated
(Achard and Genschik, 2009; Daviere and Achard, 2013). The
GA and auxin pathways are intertwined at many levels. Auxin
promotes GA biosynthesis and signaling responses (Fu and).
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accumulation of PINs at the PM, thereby fine-tuning PAT (Willige
et al., 2011; L€ofke et al., 2013b). The role of GA interaction with
PIN-mediated auxin transport has been demonstrated in the
regulation of the root response to gravistimulation. GAs, similarly
to auxin, accumulate asymmetrically at the lower side of
gravistimulated roots (L€ofke et al., 2013b). The maximum, local,
graviresponse driven formation of GAs in epidermal cells
coincides with increased abundance of PIN2 at the PM, whereas
reduced levels of GA at the opposite side of the roots correlate
with a lower amount of PIN2 at the PM and enhanced vacuolar
degradation (L€ofke et al., 2013b). A recent study addressing
mechanisms underlying the interaction between GA and PIN2-
dependent auxin transport revealed that GAs coordinate subcellu-
lar trafficking of the PM proteins (including PINs) in a
concentration-dependent manner (Salanenka et al., 2018).
Whereas at low concentrations, GAs promote vacuolar delivery
and lytic degradation of multiple cargos, including PIN proteins,
high concentrations of GA enhance their recycling to the PM.
Hence, GA might act as a hormonal modulator of the balance
between vacuolar trafficking and exocytosis. A role of DELLA
signaling pathway repressors in GA-regulated PIN trafficking has
been detected, but protein biosynthesis is not required, hinting
at a post-translational nature of the mechanism underlying this
GA activity. Further cell biology and genetic approaches have
pointed at several molecular factors involved in the GA-
mediated regulation of PIN2 trafficking. This included a microtu-
bule (MT) cytoskeleton, components of the retromer complex
such asSortingNexin 1 (SNX1) and amicrotubule (MT)-associated
protein (the Cytoplasmic Linker-Associated Protein (CLASP),
which has been proposed to control tethering of endosomal ves-
icles to MTs via direct interaction with SNX1 (Ambrose et al.,
2013). In light of these findings, an alternative mechanism
assuming involvement of the tubulin-folding factors Prefoldins
(PFDs) has been proposed. In non-plant organisms, PFDs can
control MT folding and dynamics (Le Bot et al., 2003; Lundin
et al., 2008), whereas in plants, their interaction with DELLAs has
been detected (Locascio et al., 2013). The PDF function in
DELLA-mediated regulation of MTs and subcellular trafficking is
supported by observation of pfd mutants, which were found to
be insensitive to GA and to exhibit reduced abundance of PIN2
at the PM (Salanenka et al., 2018).
Hence, in addition to the canonical GA transduction cascade,
which coordinates plant growth through transcriptional regulation
of target genes, a novel, non-transcriptional regulatory pathway
mediating the GA signal has been identified. Through this
pathway, GAs can rapidly modulate the final destiny of PIN2,
but presumably also other PM proteins, either to be recycled to
the PM or to be degraded in the vacuole. So far, this mode of
GA interaction with PAT has been mainly implicated in the regu-
lation of the root gravity response, although future research might
provide further insights into the role of this cross-talk in other
developmental processes.Brassinosteroids Interfere with PIN Degradation
BRs are a class of steroidal plant hormones that play a role in a
broad spectrum of growth and developmental processes, such
as cell division and elongation, vascular differentiation, root devel-
opment, regulation of flowering, and in plant adaptation to bioticPlantand abiotic stresses (Fridman and Savaldi-Goldstein, 2013; Wei
and Li, 2016). BR perception is driven by leucine-rich repeat
receptor-like kinase BRASSINOSTEROID INSENSITIVE 1 (BRI1)
which, together with its co-receptor BRI1-ASSOCIATED RECEP-
TOR KINASE 1 (BAK1), initiates a signaling phosphorylation
cascade. The BR signal leads to proteasomal degradation of the
main inhibitor of the pathway, a kinase BRASSINOSTEROID
INSENSITIVE2 (BIN2). Concomitantly, BIN2 interacting partners,
transcription factors BRASSINAZOLE RESISTANT1 (BZR1) and
BRI1-EMS-SUPPRESSOR1 (BES1)/BZR2, are dephosphorylated
and translocated to the nucleus, where they regulate expression
of BR-responsive genes (reviewed in Clouse, 2011).
Cross-talk between BR and auxin at the level of hormone meta-
bolism and signaling has been described (Peres et al., 2019).
Several studies have reported BR effects on PIN-dependent
PAT and indicated that some of the BR-mediated regulations
might occur at the post-translational level (Hacham et al., 2012;
Keicher et al., 2017). For example, levels of PIN2 proteins were
significantly reduced in bri1 receptor mutant, or after treatment
with the inhibitor of BR biosynthesis (BRZ), although the
corresponding changes at the transcript level could not be
detected consistently (Hacham et al., 2012). Furthermore,
studies on 14-3-3 proteins linked with regulation of BR
signaling supported a role of the BR pathway in the regulation
of PIN trafficking. Five of 12 isoforms of 14-3-3 including 14-3-
3ε (epsilon) members were identified as BZR1-interacting
partners in a yeast-two hybrid screen (Gampala et al., 2007),
and the function of several of the identified isomers as negative
regulators of the BR signaling cascade has been demonstrated.
In absence of BRs, 14-3-3 proteins interact with the
phosphorylated form of BZR1, thus preventing their
translocation to the nucleus, which is required for activation of
downstream transcriptional responses (Gampala et al., 2007).
Intriguingly, interference with the expression of 14-3-3 genes
from the ε group resulted in auxin-related phenotypes, such as
the absence of lateral roots, a wavy main root, and inability to
form an apical hook. On the cellular level, downregulation of the
14-3-3 activity affected expression of PIN1 and PIN2. Reduced
expression of 14-3-3 correlated with ectopic expression of
PIN1 and PIN2 at the root tip and enhanced accumulation of
both PIN1 and PIN2 at the lateral PM of endodermal and cortex
cells. This indicated that activity of 14-3-3 of the ε subgroupmight
be involved in the regulation of PIN trafficking, which was further
supported by monitoring of endomembrane trafficking in roots
with attenuated activity of 14-3-3. Absence of the 14-3-3 ε group
members interfered with two trafficking pathways: from the TGN
to vacuoles and to the PM, thus causing a higher accumulation of
PIN2 in endosomal vesicles (Keicher et al., 2017). However,
although plausible, there is not yet evidence that 14-3-3ε
proteins regulate subcellular trafficking through their interaction
with the BR signaling pathway, and therefore other BR-
independent mechanisms cannot be fully ruled out.
In the recent study aiming at identification of signals and mecha-
nisms controlling subcellular trafficking and abundance of PIN2,
BR was recognized as a strong hormonal antagonist of the endo-
cytic sorting of PIN2 destined for degradation (Retzer et al.,
2019). BR through the canonical brassinosteroid signaling
pathway, but independently of de novo protein synthesis,
interfered with endocytosis and targeting of ubiquitinated PIN2Communications 1, 100048, May 2020 ª 2020 The Author(s). 7
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PIN2 sorting might play a role during the root response to
gravity. Experimental data reveal correlation between
asymmetric BR signaling, with a maximum at the lower side of
gravistimulated roots, accumulation of PIN2 at the PM, and a
BR effect on root gravity response. Together with mathematical
modeling, these findings point to a role of BR as a hormonal
factor that, in concert with auxin, determines the rate of gravity-
induced root curvature.
Another study focused on the role of BR in the regulation of the
root gravity response supported a post-translational mechanism
of BR cross-talk with the PAT machinery. Li et al. (2005) found a
correlation between expansion of the PIN2 domain into the
proximal root elongation zone and accumulation of ROP2, a
member of the RAC/ROP GTPase family involved in cortical F-
actin formation (Fu et al., 2002). Overexpression of ROP2 as
well as its dominant/negative forms affected both PIN2
expression and root gravity response. Based on these
observations, a model for BR-regulated PAT has been
proposed, in which ROP2 stimulated by BR modulates the
localization of PIN2 through the assembly/reassembly of F-
actins, and thereby mediates the BR effect of root gravity
response (Li et al., 2005).Abscisic Acid Attenuates PIN Endocytosis
ABA is a plant hormone primarily involved in the regulation of
plant adaptive responses to various types of abiotic stresses. It
acts as an endogenous regulator of stomatal guard cell closure
during drought stress, increases heat tolerance through facili-
tated accumulation of osmo-protectant solutes and mediates
adaptation of root system to salt or drought stresses. In addition
to these stress tolerance roles, it controls early phases of seed
maturation and germination (reviewed in Cutler et al., 2010;
Finkelstein, 2013; Moriwaki et al., 2013). ABA is perceived by
intracellular PYR/PYL/RCAR ABA receptors (PYLs). The
hormone binding promotes receptor interaction with type 2C
protein phosphatases (PP2Cs), and thus prevents
dephosphorylation of class III SNF-1-related protein kinase 2
(SnRK2s). The released SnRK2s through phosphorylation of
downstream signaling components, including basic leucine
zipper (bZIP) transcription factors (AREBs/ABFs) and S-type
anion channels (e.g. slow anion channel 1, SLAC1) induce ABA
responses (Fujii et al., 2009; Geiger et al., 2009; Umezawa
et al., 2009; Melcher et al., 2010; Brandt et al., 2012;
Finkelstein, 2013).
Besides well-established cross-talk of ABA with GA in regulation
of seed development, root growth and adaptation to abiotic
stresses (Liu and Hou, 2018), interaction of ABA with auxin
pathway through regulation of PAT has been revealed (Xu et al.,
2013). Exogenous ABA treatment and salt stress or osmotic
stress, which are typically associated with an increase of
endogenous ABA levels, upregulate levels of PIN2 but reduce
AUX1, PIN1, and PIN4 (Rowe et al., 2016).
Several studies focused on themechanismmediating the ABA ef-
fects on the primary root growth and branching showed that ABA
interacts with pathways controlling subcellular trafficking of PIN
proteins and their abundance at the PM (Yang et al., 2014; Zhu8 Plant Communications 1, 100048, May 2020 ª 2020 The Author(set al., 2019). ABA has been found to decrease accumulation of
PIN2 in BFA bodies and to attenuate re-targeting of PIN2 for lytic
degradation to vacuoles in epidermal cells at the upper side of
roots after the gravistimulation. The ABA mediated regulation of
PROTEIN PHOSPHATASE 2A (PP2A) activity and thereby phos-
phorylation status of PIN2 was found to underlie the effects of
ABA on PIN2 trafficking (Michniewicz et al., 2007; Li et al., 2020).
Potential regulatory component of ABA sensitive PIN trafficking
has been identified by profiling of ABA responsive transcriptome.
HEATSHOCK PROTEIN 22 (sHSP22) emerged as a gene whose
expression is regulated by both ABA and auxin (Li et al., 2018).
Interestingly, the induction of sHSP22 expression by auxin is
dependent on ABI1, a key component of the ABA signal
transduction pathway, hinting at cross-talk between auxin and
ABA signaling. Importantly, overexpression of sHSP22 de-
creases the levels of PIN1 and other homologous proteins
(including PIN3, PIN4, and PIN7) in a transcription-independent
manner. Reduction of PIN1 at the PM in sHSP22ox line correlates
with its rapid accumulation in BFA bodies, suggesting that
sHSP22 might affect subcellular trafficking of PIN1.
Inmaize (Zeamays), increased levels of ABA or salt stress also led
to alterations in the accumulation and polar localization of
ZmPIN1 in lateral root primordia (Lu et al., 2019). The observed
changes in ZmPIN1 localization correlated with defects in auxin
distribution and severe defects in lateral root primordia growth.
However, whether it is regulation on transcription level or an
interference of ABA with trafficking of the maize PIN1 remains
to be elucidated.
In addition, several recent studies with a focus on ABA signaling
have provided important hints on potential mechanisms medi-
ating the effect of ABA on PIN subcellular trafficking. For
example, ABA has been found to enhance degradation of Rop
GEF1 and 2, which act as upstream regulators of Rop GTPases,
including ROP2 and ROP6 (Zhao et al., 2015; Li et al., 2016).
Intriguingly, ROP2 as well as ROP6 are implicated in the
establishment of PIN1 and PIN2 polarity through control of
cytoskeleton dynamics (Chen et al., 2012; Nagawa et al., 2012).
Furthermore, a recently reported effect of ABA on exocysts
offers a viable scenario of the mechanism behind ABA-
controlled trafficking of PIN (Drdová et al., 2013; Seo et al.,
2016). Although plausible, whether and how the outlined
pathways mediate the effect of ABA on PIN subcellular
trafficking awaits further experimental work.Nitric Oxide Affects PIN Internalization
NO is a small gaseous molecule acting as a key signaling mole-
cule with a wide range of biological functions across kingdoms
(Wendehenne et al., 2004). In plants, NO participates in
regulation of stomata closure, cell death, and root gravitropism,
as well as adaptive responses to various biotic and abiotic
stresses (Durner et al., 1998; Neill et al., 2002, 2003; Romero-
Puertas et al., 2004; Hu et al., 2005; Ye et al., 2012; Begara-
Morales et al., 2019; Sánchez-Vicente et al., 2019). At the
molecular level, NO regulates biological processes through
S-nitrosylation, a post-translational modification of proteins
analogous to phosphorylation (Hess et al., 2005).
S-Nitrosylation has an impact on the conformation, activity, or).
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S-nitrosylation is dynamic and governed by NO cellular levels
and de-nitrosylation catalyzed by S-nitrosoglutathione reductase
(GSNOR) (Liu et al., 2001; Feechan et al., 2005) and thioredoxin
(Benhar et al., 2009; Tada et al., 2009; Sengupta and Holmgren,
2012). GSNOR is the key enzyme controlling
S-nitrosoglutathione (GSNO) levels, and loss of its function
leads to increased cellular levels of S-nitrosylated proteins (Liu
et al., 2001, 2004; Feechan et al., 2005).
A number of studies in plants have demonstrated that NO-
regulated processes might involve interaction with auxin
signaling and PAT. An increase of NO, either by exogenous
NO donor treatment or in an NO-overproducing mutant (nox1)
(He et al., 2004), results in decreased PIN1-GFP signal
(Fernández-Marcos et al., 2011). Likewise, in mutants lacking
GSNOR1, the levels of endogenous PIN1, PIN2 and their
homologs PIN3, PIN4, and PIN7 were significantly reduced
compared with wild type. While no corresponding changes in
transcription of PIN genes could be detected, it has been
proposed that NO might affect PINs at the post-translational
level (Shi et al., 2015). This notion has been further supported
by monitoring of PIN subcellular trafficking in plants with
altered levels of NO. Ni et al. (2017) used the vesicle
trafficking inhibitor BFA to demonstrate the effects of NO on
internalization of PIN2.
NO-mediated regulation of PIN2 trafficking appears to play
an important regulatory role in root response to gravity.
Monitoring of NO in gravistimulated roots revealed asymmetric
distribution and accumulation of this signaling molecule
in epidermal cells at the lower side of roots. Importantly,
overall reduction of NO levels in roots using the NO scavenger
cPTIO attenuated asymmetric distribution of both NO
and PIN2. Consequently, roots with reduced levels of NO ex-
hibited defects in responses to gravistimulation (Parı́s et al.,
2018).
Collectively, these studies demonstrate that regulation of PAT
through modulation of PIN trafficking might be an important
part of the mechanisms underlying the action of NO in plants.
However, detailed molecular mechanisms need to be further
investigated.Modulation of Polar Auxin Transport in Response to
Environmental Stresses
Over the last decades, it has become evident that hormones have
an important regulatory role in plant adaptation and defense
mechanisms and act as internal mediators of the interaction be-
tween plants and their surrounding environment. Auxin and PAT
play a major role in plant adaptive responses to environmental
stresses as key factors in the regulation of growth and
development.
Genome-wide analyses of transcriptomes performed in rice (Or-
yza sativa) and maize (Zea mays) after various abiotic stresses,
such as drought, salt, and cold, revealed alterations in expression
of major components of PAT, including PIN, PILS, LAX, and
ABCB auxin transporters (Yue et al., 2015; Chai and Subudhi,
2016).PlantIn addition to transcriptional regulation of individual auxin trans-
porters in plants exposed to abiotic stresses, several recent
studies pointed at impacts of abiotic stress on the subcellular
trafficking and accumulation of auxin transporters at the PM.
Rapid modulation of PAT has a significant impact on the direction
and amount of auxin distributed in plant tissues and consequently
on flexible adaptation of plant growth and development to stress.
A typical example of such an adaptive response is a rapid
bending of roots away from high-salt-containing environments,
which is known as halotropism (Rosquete and Kleine-Vehn,
2013). The halotropic bending of roots is a result of tuning PAT
that leads to asymmetric redistribution of auxin at the root tip
(Galvan-Ampudia et al., 2013; van den Berg et al., 2016; Korver
et al., 2020). It has been shown that on the side of root that
faces a high-salinity environment, clathrin-mediated
endocytosis of PIN2 is increased. Consequently, as result of
the reduced amount of PIN2 at the PM in epidermal cells at the
salt exposed side of the root, auxin at the root tip is asymmetri-
cally redistributed, which steers the root away from the salty sur-
roundings (Galvan-Ampudia et al., 2013). Phospholipases (PLDs)
and phosphatidic acid (PA), a signaling molecule formed by the
action of PLD, have been identified as important molecular
players in the regulation of auxin transport mediated through
AUX1 and PIN2 in response to salt stress (Li and Xue, 2007;
Testerink and Munnik, 2011; Galvan-Ampudia et al., 2013;
Korver et al., 2020). Salt-induced stimulation of PLD activity in-
creases the clathrin-mediated endocytosis of PIN2 at the side
of the root facing the higher salt concentration, suggesting that
PA controls the polar distribution of PIN and auxin polarity during
halotropism in plants (Galvan-Ampudia et al., 2013). Several lines
of genetic and biochemical evidence suggested that PLD-
derived PA might be involved in PAT through regulation of PIN
phosphorylation. Interaction of PA with PINOID and D6PK, ki-
nases from the AGCVIII family that control PIN phosphorylation
status (Barbosa et al., 2018), provides a possible link between
lipid responses and PAT (Zegzouti et al., 2006; Barbosa et al.,
2016; Simon et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2019). Interestingly,
RCN1, one of the PP2A regulatory subunits that is required for
dephosphorylation and proper targeting of PIN2 (Michniewicz
et al., 2007), was also identified in a screen for PA-binding pro-
teins (Testerink et al., 2004), hinting at other possible
mechanisms underlying adjustment of PAT to stresses.
An excessive accumulation of metals in soil also poses a chal-
lenge for plant growth and development. High amounts of metals
such as cadmium, coper, or iron were found to affect transcrip-
tion of the PAT components (Hu et al., 2013; Yuan et al., 2013;
Li et al., 2015). It is noteworthy that in roots exposed to high
levels of nickel, a rapid decrease in the PIN2-GFP signal was
not accompanied by a concordant drop in gene transcription.
Under high-nickel stress, PIN2 exhibited less pronounced polar
localization at the PM and increased accumulation inside
epidermal cells. Changes in PIN2 subcellular localization corre-
latedwith root growth defects and attenuated a response to grav-
ity stimulus (Lesková et al., 2020).
PAT is also affected in roots exposed to cold stress. Detailed an-
alyses revealed that cold stress dramatically decreases the
amount of PIN2 recycling from the PM into BFA bodies and atten-
uates PIN3 re-localization to the lower side of columella cells upon
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PYLs dependent PP2A, ABI1 NA NA Yang et al., 2014; Li et al.,
2018, 2020; Zhu et al., 2019
Nitric oxide PIN2 NA GSNOR1 NA No (CHX) Ni et al., 2017; Parı́s et al.,
2018
Table 1. Post-translational Regulation of Auxin Transporters by Plant Hormones.
Summary of hormonal effects on auxin transporters. Canonical receptors and molecular factors involved are indicated. For detailed information, please
see the main text. CHX, cycloheximide; NA, not available; PM, plasma membrane.
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response to gravistimulation in cold-treated plants (Shibasaki
et al., 2009).
The studies discussed above convincingly demonstrate that
plant adaptation to various stresses might rely also on rapid
adjustment of PAT. However, underlying molecular pathways,
including perception and transduction of the signals to adequate
responses, await further investigation. Factors such as Ca2+ and
reactive oxygen species as well as hormonal pathways, including
ABA, ethylene, and JA, need to be integrated to obtain a full pic-
ture of the dynamic regulation of PAT in plants challenged by
stresses (Vanneste and Friml, 2013; Julkowska and Testerink,
2015; Tognetti et al., 2017; Zwiewka et al., 2019b; Li et al.,
2019; Zhang et al., 2020b).CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE
PERSPECTIVES
PAT is one of the coremechanisms determining auxin distribution
and the formation of auxin gradients, which have instructive func-10 Plant Communications 1, 100048, May 2020 ª 2020 The Author(stions in plant morpho- and organogenesis. In the course of a
plant’s lifespan, whether as part of the developmental program
or in response to environmental factors, a rate, a capacity, and
a directionality of auxin flux can be rapidly modulated, thereby al-
lowing for flexible developmental adaptations. Hormones act as
essential endogenous translators of these developmental and
exogenous signals, and their interaction with PAT might have
evolved as an effective feedback mechanism to fine-tune growth
and developmental processes. Although transcriptional regula-
tion of the PAT components is an efficient way to adjust the
rate and amount of auxin transported in tissues and organs, the
non-transcriptional mechanisms that target trafficking, turnover,
or polarity of auxin transporters provide another regulatory level
that additionally enables rapid modulation of the auxin flow direc-
tionality. Nearly all classes of hormones have been demonstrated
to impinge on PAT; however, investigation of the underlying mo-
lecular pathways is still only beginning. In light of recent findings,
there are some aspects of hormone–PAT interactions that
deserve to be highlighted, and potentially taken into consider-
ation in future studies (Table 1). Hormonal effects on PAT
exhibit striking differences in terms of protein specificity. Some,
such as GA and SA, interfere with subcellular transport of a).
Figure 1. Hormonal Regulation of PIN Trafficking.
Polar auxin transporters (e.g., PINs) undergo constant recycling between the plasma membrane and endosomal compartments (green arrows). In
response to developmental or environmental signals, the levels of PINs can be downregulated by their re-direction for lytic degradation to vacuoles (blue
arrows). Plant hormones interfere with distinct steps of the PIN trafficking pathway, thereby contributing to fine-tuning of auxin transport and regulation of
plant growth and development. ABA, abscisic acid; BR, brassinosteroids; CK, cytokinins; GA, gibberellic acid; JA, jasmonic acid; NO, nitric oxide; SA,
salicylic acid; SL, strigolactones; LE, late endosome; MVB, multivesicular body; PVC, prevacuolar compartment; TGN, trans-Golgi network.
Post-translational Regulation of Auxin Transport by Plant Hormones Plant Communicationslarger spectrum of PM proteins, hinting at their interaction with
more generic regulators of protein sorting machinery. Others,
including CK, JA, or SL, exhibit a higher level of selectivity,
presumably as a result of their impact on specialized pathways
or steps in sorting of specific proteins.
Individual hormones seem to target distinct steps of subcellular
trafficking, often depending on their concentrations. For example,
auxin at high concentration and SA attenuate PIN endocytosis,
thereby promoting their accumulation at the PM. Conversely,
SLs deplete PIN1 from the PM by promoting its endocytosis. In
addition, auxin, a low concentrations of GA, as well as CK, re-
direct some PIN family members for degradation to vacuoles,
while in contrast, BR blocks vacuolar sorting of PIN2 (Figure 1).
So far, it is unclear whether alteration of subcellular trafficking is a
consequence of a direct, hormone-triggered post-translational
modification of auxin transporters (e.g., phosphorylation, sumoy-
lation, ubiquitination), or indirect interference with transport and
sorting machineries, thereby affecting cellular movements of
PIN proteins. Another intriguing question is the role of canonical
hormonal signaling pathways, typically acting through transcrip-
tional regulatory outputs. Although in nearly all hormone–PAT in-
teractions, receptors and/or downstream components of trans-
duction cascades are involved, this contrasts with the
transcription-/proteosynthesis-independent nature of hormone–
PAT cross-talk discussed earlier. Could this mean that in parallel
to well-established hormone signaling pathways, there are other,
so far unknown signal transduction cascades to be discovered?
With an increasing number of confirmed molecular interactions
and circuits that determine and fine-tune PAT, modeling andPlantmathematical simulations might offer important tools to provide
novel insights into the dynamics of PAT (Prusinkiewicz et al.,
2009; Voß et al., 2014; Allen and Ptashnyk, 2020). Several
models have been developed to gain a better understanding of
the hormonal regulation of PAT in the context of various
developmental processes, such as root growth (Di Mambro
et al., 2017), apical hook development (Zádnı́ková et al., 2016),
and vasculature differentiation (De Rybel et al., 2014; Mellor
et al., 2019). Typically, the models are focused on specific
hormonal pathways, such as cytokinin, ethylene, or gibberellin,
converging at the regulation of PAT and auxin signaling (Moore
et al., 2015; Muraro et al., 2016; Liu et al., 2017b).
Nevertheless, a complex, all-embracing model of the hormonal
effects on PAT remains a challenge for future research.ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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